
Reading for Pleasure.
Characters.



Identify the book character and say it is 
the protagonist or antagonist

• A protagonist is the central character or 
leading figure in poetry, narrative, novel or any 
other story. A protagonist is sometimes called a 
“hero” by the audience or readers.

• An antagonist is s a character or a group of 
characters which stand in opposition to the 
protagonist or the main character. 











Lesson objectives

We will learn: 
• About some popular fairy tale characters
• Topical vocabulary to describe them
• How a particular character is presented in a 

story



Do you know these fairytales? Tell to 
your partner!

• Jack and the Beanstalk
• Little Red Riding Hood
• Snow White
• Hansel and Gretel
• Beauty and the Beast
• Rapunzel
• Cinderella
• The Three Little Pigs
• Goldilocks and the Three Bear
• The Emperor’s New Clothes



Fairy tale quiz for pairs
Choose the correct answers with a partner.
1) Who says ‘I’ll huff and I’ll puff and I’ll blow your house 
down’?
A) a giant B) a wolf c) a witch
2) Snow White eats a poisoned:
A) apple B) orange C) banana
3) Hansel and Gretel find a house made of:
A) gold B) sweets C) straw
4) Cinderella wears shoes made of:
A) glass B) gold C) silk
5) Rapunzel has very long:
A) nails B) eyelashes C) hair



Answers

1. B
2. A
3. B
4. A
5. C



Speaking

• E.g.: I am the main antagonist from Harry 
Potter series, an evil and powerful wizard with 
the aim to control the world. Who am I? 

Using pronoun I, describe a character from the 
fairy tale or any fantasy book you know.



Reflection – who would you be in the 
fairy tale?

• E.g.: I would be a cheerful giant frog, helping 
lonely princes and other tourists.


